
Had idea of starting to re-write poetry with J, a reprise of our 1970-71 poetry book:  

            A   

Daily ^ Musing 

 
Found this poem from 1981 



 
And these from Bali: 

 

            *           *             * 

              

An overarching magic of  

        Strange weirdness 

             Beyond the control of the two who dance 

                 In a spiraling relationship 

 

J: 2018, looking back: This was probably Legong dancers, but could it refer to us?! 

It may have been projection, but I read the Bali poems as both about the external (dancers) and 

interpersonal (our relationship).  Thanks for passing these along! Love, J 



 

             *           *             * 

 

Watching the spaces  

           And togetherness 

              Of a twisting wood carving 

J: Such a good description of wood carving – and relationship! 

                               *                           *                      * 

ESALEN: LINKED VERSE 

J: when there is no food,  

                  icy water from the stream  

                               is more than enough 

J: Translation: I am starving! (we were fasting!:) 

 

D: perfect silence,  

              A stream of rushing water 

                   Meets the ocean 

 

J: Water over moss 

           Roots and rocks intermingle 

             A clear, cold day 

 

D: Twisted grooves of redwood ‘s trunk 

         Gnarl around each other 

               In a spiraling unity 

 

J: Love the way this moves through water to dry land – and lands in unity! 

             These are lovely. Full of unity and oneness.  I don’t remember creating the 

linked verse at all, what a wonderful discovery!  
 

Click here to view the Esalen schedule  

               

 

  

  

https://deanehshapirojr.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/The-schedule.pdf


March, 2013 

 
 

 

Thanks, I assume purpose is purple, too?!? Double entendre!:) 

                               *                    *                          * 

(July  2013: 

 
 



11/21/18 we looked at this, and thought, we’ve written enough poetry, not really something we want to 

consciously commit to (kind of like music playing). If it happens great, but our life is poetry!:) (at its 

best) and filled with love 

 

12/1/18 AH, a poem emerged. We’re at the Treasure Island park, looking out over the ocean, hugging, 

getting ready to do Tai Chi. J points at the water....it’s dazzling.   I say, how about trying three words 

each. She begins, I add; we weave and voila a poem 

 

A DAZZLING DANCE OF CONNECTION 

       Sunlit fire sparklers        

                 Jitterbug on the water     

                             Mesmerizing souls 

 

 

J comment: Wow, I love this!   the sparklers are a great image, as is the “jitterbug” across the water.  The 

last line works great. Put it up! Love, J 


